The Tortoise (2021)
Acrylic on canvas 32” x 32”
I believe in the policies of Labour and vote Labour. This is a painting about
the suppression of society by a Conservative Government, which is gradually
eroding away and constricting the rights of the populace, which would not
happen under a Labour Government. The caveman eating the apple represents
Adam in the Garden of Eden, and it was this choice that has led to man’s
downfall. The tortoise symbolizes that there is a lot of work to be done in
order to create a utopian Democratic society!

A bolt from the blue (2020)
Acrylic on canvas, 34’’x 42’’
This painting is about the fact that society should allow free enterprise, for
example being allowed to sell paintings on the street without a permit!
The Uncle Sam is homeless and represents a breakdown of society, along
with the robbers and police chase symbolizing a high crime rate. If free
enterprise is allowed and people are given more opportunities this would not
happen so much, and a freer Democratic society would create a more Utopian
world! Talking about empowerment, there is an Israeli based company called
“Watergen” that has invented machines that can produce water out of thin air.
Water can be produced as long as the air has a minimum moisture content of
20%. Maybe these machines could solve the world’s drought problem!

Humpty Dumpty (2016)
Acrylic on canvas 40” x 40”
Humpty Dumpty symbolizes the apathy in the population that the withering and
dithering of Governments and lack of assertive positive action creates. They
know the answer about how to combat climate change yet they refuse to act.
The British Government for example is talking about setting up a new oil rig
in the North Sea. Where is the logic in this regarding the solution to climate
change? The groaning tree symbolizes the destruction of nature. Talking about
empowerment, how about all the worlds billionaires club together and set up
food distribution companies to the worlds starving by dropping food parcels in
the countries where the people are starving! In comparison to what they earn it
would not cost the billionaires much to do this!”

